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Kindergarten 
Fall is the time for nature walks, collecting leaves for projects, baking and hot              
chocolate! Kindergarteners love being outside and using their senses to          
describe our “outdoor classroom.” This year’s Kindergarteners love making         
books and we are looking forward to listening to our young authors and             
illustrators as they share their “expertise” with each other! 

First Grade 
Happy Fall from First Grade! We have spent the first month of the             
school year practicing how to be responsible, respectful, and safe          
members of our classroom and school. We read tons of books by            
David Shannon and loved his David books in particular! David is a            
sweet kid who gets himself into all sorts of trouble, but always            
fixes his mistakes in the end - someone we can all relate to! The              
students loved creating our classroom rules around our friend         
David’s escapades. 

In the coming month, we will be looking at the changing seasons            
and studying the life cycles of apples and pumpkins. The first           
grade scientists will ask questions and perform some experiments         
on these popular fruits. In math, we will be using number racks,            
dominoes, and dice to practice addition facts and learn strategies          
for solving problems. Stay tuned for more adventures from the          
First Grade! 

Second Grade 
We have been completely immersed in the life cycle of the monarch butterfly.             
We’ve been lucky enough to witness the transformation from caterpillar to           
chrysalis and chrysalis to butterfly. So far we have released 14 butterflies, 9             
female and 5 male with several more expected to emerge in our classroom in              
the next few days. We wish them well on their long journey to Mexico. We are                
looking forward to starting reading and spelling groups where students can           
focus more specifically on the skills they need to become proficient with literacy             
tasks. In math we continue our work to “Figure the Facts,” which is the title on                
our first unit. We are learning how to solve problems in multiple ways and to               
share our strategies with others.  
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Third Grade 
This month we will begin a study of our community. We are planning a few walking field trips to the                    
Town Clerk’s Office, Fire Station, and Town Garage. We are also looking forward to taking a short bus                  
ride to Fairmount Cemetery as well as inviting community visitors into our classroom. We are gathering                
information about Wolcott through survey questions and interviews. Students will be presenting their             
findings with personal learning projects in November. In science, we will conduct an investigation of the                
Lamoille River with a focus on the health of our local watershed. Students will also perform                
investigations of matter and energy related to The Water Cycle.  

Fourth Grade 
The 4th Grade year is off to a great start! Citizenship and government are              
the focus of our October studies. We will be learning about the branches of              
government, voting and the election process. This month we are learning           
about the elements of narrative stories and the arc of writing realistic fiction.             
In math we are becoming multiplicative thinkers. After reviewing math          
strategies for multiplication, we are in the thick of learning about factors,            
multiples, primes and composites. Parent/teacher conferences will be        
coming up in early November. Be sure to watch for a schedule later this              
month. 

Fifth Grade 
In 5th Grade, we have had a successful start to the year. Space Systems is our focus in science; we                    
are learning about the Earth’s place in the solar system and how orbiting around the sun impacts our                  
seasons and view of the night sky. We are writing personal narrative stories and reading realistic fiction                 
in literacy book groups. In math, we will continue to improve our multiplicative understanding through               
investigations with volume and surface area. Hopefully, our class pets (the Monarchs) are successfully              
migrating to Mexico. They certainly added a lot of excitement to the start of our year! 
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Sixth Grade 
During the month of October we will be studying Informational text and reading text connected to our                 
study of Ancient Civilizations. In addition, students will be joining reading groups for targeted              
instruction on skills that they need. Students will continue to write about their reading during reading                
class. In writing, students will finish up their work with literary essays. Students will work on skills such                  
as elaborating effectively and including quotes from the text to support their argument. In math,               
students will continue to work on finding the greatest common factor and least common multiple.               
Toward the end of the month they will begin their study of ratios. In science, the Sixth Grade will begin                    
their Geology unit, learning about the age of the earth, the rock cycle and plate tectonics.  

Sixth Grade, in conjunction with the Glee Merritt Kelly Memorial Library, will be hosting a Harvest Craft                 
Show and Bake Sale on Saturday, October 26th from 9:00 a.m to 3:00 p.m in the Wolcott School Gym.                   
We hope you can come out to support both the 6th Grade trip to Nature’s Classroom and our                  
Community Library by getting a jump on your holiday shopping!  
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Music 
I am enjoying getting to know the students and staff at Wolcott. All of the students have been busy                   
singing, playing, composing and dancing to music! I can’t believe that school has already been in                
session for a month. Time is flying! 

Kindergarten, first and second graders are learning how to be tuneful, beautiful and artful through               
songs and games. Some favorites include “Listen, Listen” where they get to play different instruments,               
“These Are My Mother’s Knives and Forks”, a hand play song and “The Penguin Song” which is a silly                   
song that lets us move our bodies a lot. Very soon, we will begin learning group folk dances, which I am                     
sure will become a favorite as well! 

Third, fourth, fifth and sixth graders are learning how to sing in 3-4 part rounds, how to write songs                   
using quarter notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes, and rests, and are working on 1-2 folk dances.                
During October, these grades will start music centers, where students work independently and/or             
collaboratively on music skills and concepts in different ways. In these centers we will continue our                
work with rhythmic notation, begin/review staff notation, learn new songs and create new             
songs/patterns.  

Chorus has begun working on our songs for Chorus Day, which is Tuesday, November 12th. Be on the                  
lookout for a permission form coming home in the next week or so. No late forms will be accepted for                    
this trip, as it affects bussing to/from Chorus Day if forms are late. We are singing “Fairest Lady”, “Zoo                   
Illogical”, “Africa” and “Let The River Run”. Part recordings can be found on my classroom website for                 
practice at home. Lyrics will also be available on the site: 

https://sites.google.com/ossu.org/musicwithmrsbeckley/chorus. 

Band has many new players this year! It is a very exciting time with all the new and shiny instruments. If                     
you have a student in Band, please encourage their practice at home. It is very important for their skill                   
development on their instrument! Returning players and our new percussionists have begun our first              
band piece of the year, “Rio Bravo”. All other students will begin this piece once they have learned                  
enough notes on their instruments. It is a process, and we will get there pretty soon! 

Color Guard has learned/reviewed four skills so far; Right Spin, Left Spin, Crazy 8’s (which I call Infinity                  
Signs) and neck rolls. Students with experience in color guard have been amazing by leading lines and                 
demonstrating skills. We are working on choreographing our first performance piece, “Happy”, and will              
soon be selecting our second.  
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Visual Arts 

Welcome back to school! What fun we have already been experiencing in Visual Arts classes. It is                 
exciting to see summer growth in the students. Even more exciting is hearing the enthusiasm about                
upcoming art ideas & concepts. 

That said, the following is an overview of some of the artwork experienced so far. All grades were                  
welcomed back to school with a drawing of something the students really like to do. These were shared                  
in a critique at the end of class. It was inspiring to hear concepts & ideas shared by our kids.                    
Imaginative energy was soaring! These were out at Open House to take home.  

Next, all grades studied the famous impressionist artist: Vincent Van          
Gogh. After viewing several examples of art history prints, students          
shared what they saw. The main focus was sunflowers. The following           
week I brought in varied colors & sizes of sunflowers from my garden;             
these were set up on the art tables for still life drawing. After sketching              
with pencil, students began color blending with pastels. Creative color,          
shape and shadows, with an emphasis on details were part of the            
lesson. These pieces of art have turned out amazing. Many people           
viewed these at Open House, if you haven’t seen them, they will be             
displayed here at school in the near future.  

This particular unit will be completed with a connection to Literacy in            
which kids will write a creative poem or word list connecting to what             
they learned about “drawing like Van Gogh.”  

All students will also be headed outside to sketch the beautiful Fall colors all around us. Various                 
mixed-media will be applied to these drawings & paintings. A sculpture unit will follow this artwork.                
Using clay, collage materials, and the like will be enjoyed by all. Kids & clay literally go hand in hand.  

I am looking forward to another amazing year here at Wolcott School, teaching & experiencing the                
Visual Arts with your creative & fun children. 

Think about supplying your kids with a sketch pad of paper & a few art supplies. They will thank you for                     
this with some amazing artwork to share! This is also another activity they can enjoy, & take a break                   
from “screen time.” Send them outside to draw & paint; viewing all the lovely colors Fall has to offer us.  
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STEAMi 
Did you notice the “i” in the title of this article? STEAM stands for Science,               
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics. This educational model        
looks to blend these elements together to help kids form complex           
understandings that bridge these areas of learning. This year, I have decided            
to add in “Information” as well. Students will not only be building, making and              
doing but they will also focus on the research, planning and analysis that             
goes along with it. 

So far this year we have spent time learning about the hardware tools that              
we will be using be they Chromebooks or iPads. Students will now be focusing their energy on learning                  
how to use these tools to their fullest. Third through Sixth Grades will be constructing their own                 
websites to capture and present some of their work here at school and as a means of expressing                  
themselves. The Fourth Grade has of course begun their intensive typing unit of half an hour three                 
days a week for the next several months. They have really taken to it and are showing great progress                   
already. The Second Grade will truly become experts of the Chromebook over the next month learning                
how to integrate different technologies & tools to create all manner of elements. First Grade and                
Kindergarten will become masters of the iPads, especially in their photography and video units! 

Health 
Physical Education class has been off to a great start! We have been fortunate              
enough to have beautiful and sunny weather almost everyday. Students have           
been outdoors for the entire soccer unit. Soccer will be wrapping up soon, but              
class will hopefully continue to be held outdoors as much as possible to enjoy              
the Fall weather. With this in mind, please help to remind your child to pack               
clothing that is appropriate for cool and warm weather, a water bottle and             
sneakers on PE days. 
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Wellness 
You are invited to our Community Meeting every Monday morning (or first day back at school after a                  
vacation.) Please join us at 8:00 AM as we gather in the gym as a whole school. The children’s                   
classrooms take turns leading the entire meeting each week. Please come and encourage our young               
leaders!  

Families are welcome. Free coffee is served for parents starting at 7:30 in the school lobby. Please stay                  
and gather information from the Family Table resources. Please linger if you don’t need to rush to work                  
and enjoy conversations with other parents and the school counselor.  

Quarterly parent info events will be hosted at the Family Table. This year’s events will be: 

● Online Safety 

● Substance Abuse Prevention 

● Happy Homes 

● Healthy Development 

Stay tuned for upcoming dates.  

If you would like to receive updates on school info directly to your phone or device, sign up at the                    
Family Table and enter a raffle for a chance to win fun family prizes.  

Thank you for your time and support as we work together to build a strong community for our children. 
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